CHAPTER   II
THE ROMAN EMPIRE
a.d. 177 Martyrdom of Greek Christians at Lyons.
312-24 The Emperor Constantme proclaims himself a Christian.
jdomination of rome
the splitting up of Gaul among small independent tribes came
to an end when these made their submission to a single authority,
that of Rome, the establishment of which took place in two stages.
Before the end of the second century b.c, the Romans subdued
the whole of the Mediterranean region, from the Alps to the Py-
renees; for they required it to maintain communication between
Italy and Spain, which they had already conquered. About 120 b.c.
they organized the country into a single 'province* known as
Gallia Narbonensis (in French, the Narbonnaise), the eastern portion
of which has preserved the name of Provence - the Province (pro-
vincia). Here they founded a number of colonies peopled by
veterans, all of whom received equal portions of land. This in-
volved the creation of a foreign population of small Latin-speaking
landowners, and caused the disappearance of the tribal divisions
and even the names of the ancient Gaulish tribes. Ancient towns
bearing Greek or Latin names remained so numerous that even
to-day every department in the south contains several of them,
that of Vaucluse, for instance, having six: Avignon, Orange,
Carpentras, Vaison, Apt, and Cavalion.
The greater part of Gaul remained independent and was con-
quered in the middle of the first century b.c., after eight years of
wars and massacres. This was the personal achievement of Julius
Caesar, who came to Gaul and there created the devoted army
which he required for the purpose of seizing the supreme power
in Rome. The small Aquitanian tribes submitted without resist-
ance. The Gauls and Belgae resisted valiantly, but each tribe
acted separately on its own initiatives some of them even allying
themselves with Rome. They were defeated one after another by
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